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DOVE ACTUAL PRODUCTS



DOVE BOTTLE IMAGES
5L Refills

How-to Video:

*30ml per pump stroke



DOVE REFILL SOAP
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Refilling should be done in
housekeeping area. Ensure 
clean, stable surface.

Place 5L refill bottle and push
down firmly on industrial pump
accessory using palm.

At any time, It’s important to
keep pumps clean.

Avoid touching the stem of any
pumps.

Place them in a clean empty
glass, with pump facing up, or
even on a clean towel.

Refill only like-for-like product ie
shampoo refill into shampoo 
dispenser to prevent cross
contamination.

Wipe away any spilt product, 
and reattach pumps.

Filled replacement dispenser 
bottles can then be loaded onto
trolleys for in-room swapping of
empty bottles.

Use the hex key shown above, 
to loosen the nuts which 
releases the neck bracket that
secures the dispenser bottles.

Remove empty bottles and
replace.

Do not rinse the bottle with
water before refilling, the refilling
should be only topped over the
current fill.

Ensure the bracket is sitting 
snugly on the pump neck.

Use hex key to tighten nuts
such that bracket presses down
on the dispenser bottles tightly 
and cannot be removed by
hand.

Follow steps below to refill shower dispensers containing PROFESSIONAL Dove Shampoo, Conditioner & Body
Wash. Always use disposable gloves while refilling. Removing each bottle separately to refill is recommended. If
dispenser bottle, cap or pump are damaged, replace.

STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS: Store product in accordance with local regulations. Store in original container protected from direct sunlight in a dry, cool and well-ventilated 
area, away from incompatible materials and food and drink. Store locked up. Keep container tightly closed and sealed until ready for use. Containers that have been
opened must be carefully resealed and kept upright to prevent leakage. Do not store in unlabeled containers. Use appropriate containment to avoid environmental 
contamination.
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Starter Guide

How to Determine Installation Placement
The unit must be mounted to the wall opposite from the showerhead, 
minimizing direct water spray from the shower.

Fixture should be installed at a height of 4’ from shower / bath base.

Required fixture location for ADA shower:
2. Forward Reach.
1.Unobstructed. Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high
forward reach shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum and the low forward
reach shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum above the finish floor or ground.

DOVE BRACKET INSTALLATION



Starter Guide

Top Tips

Mount using best possible application (tape and or screws) for your wall surface.
IHG-recommended application for new build and conversion hotels is with two
stainless steel screws, located at top of fixtures and double-sided tape. For existing
hotels, recommendation is double-sided tape only.
Required fixture placement within tub/shower is outlined below.
Make certain the tile/marble area provides a smooth, clean, dry surface.

DOVE BRACKET INSTALLATION



Screw mounting technique varies by wall surface and backing (substrate). Verify your individual wall surface and backing prior
to drilling and screwing in fixtures so as to not damage tile surface or backing.

1. You MUST clean the back of the fixture, as well as the surface where the unit is to be mounted with rubbing (Isopropyl) 
alcohol to ensure that any soap film is removed and allowed to dry before installing.

NOTE: If this step is not done properly, the fixture will not securely adhere to the wall, and could fall and potentially
damage tub /shower

2. Apply two pieces of double stick tape to create best possible bond with shower wall 
surface and remove protective backings.

3. Apply a thin bead of tub and tile silicone around the back perimeter of the unit prior 
to mounting, to prevent water from accumulating behind the unit.

4. Press firmly against the wall for one minute, using a level to ensure the unit is
installed correctly.

5. Use stainless steel screws to further secure fixture to wall based on surface 
requirements.

6. The silicone should be allowed to cure for at least 12 hours prior to installing bottles.

Only stainless steel screws should be used.
Tape not intended for use on dry wall.

DOVE FIXTURE MOUNTING (SCREW)

SILICONE BEAD



When applying tape:

1. You MUST clean the back of the fixture, as well as the surface where the unit is to be mounted with rubbing (Isopropyl) 
alcohol to ensure that any soap film is removed and allowed to dry before installing.

NOTE: If this step is not done properly, the fixture will not securely adhere to the wall, and could fall and potentially 
damage tub /shower

2. Apply two pieces of double stick tape to create best possible bond with shower wall 
surface and remove protective backings.

3. Apply a thin bead of tub and tile silicone around the back perimeter of the unit prior 
to mounting, to prevent water from accumulating behind the unit.

4. Press firmly against the wall for one minute, using a level to ensure the unit is
installed correctly.

5. The silicone should be allowed to cure for at least 12 hours prior to installing bottles.
6. The silicone should be allowed to cure for at least 12 hours prior to installing bottles.

Tape not intended for use on dry wall.
Due to the fact that surfaces and substrate will vary, all installation is the responsibility of 
the purchaser/installer. Aquamenities accepts NO responsibility for installation.

SILICONE BEAD

DOVE FIXTURE MOUNTING (TAPE)



DOVE BOTTLE INSTALLATION

Bottle Installation

Once fixture is properly mounted and silicone set, unlock fixture and insert 
one full bottle of each product as outlined below.
Bottles should be inserted in the following order (left to right): shampoo,
conditioner, body wash

1. Insert key into 
locking mechanism 
press and turn 
counterclockwise.

2. Pull face of bracket 
forward and slip 
bottle and pump out 
carefully though the 
top hole.

3. Reinsert full bottle 
carefully, line up
bracket, use key to push 
and turn clockwise to 
lock.

4. Take empty bottles to 
housekeeping station/ 
Heart of House. 
Remove pump and fill 
all bottles with 
product.


